
Response to review by anonymous referee #1

We wish to thank the anonymous referee for his valuable input and evalu-
ation of our manuscript. Below, we have included the referee comments in
italics and our own response in regular text.

Major comments:

It would be interesting to include more information in the introduction re-
garding the sources of low-frequency waves in cometary environments, which
are relevant to the present study. At the moment, it is only mentioned at
lines 386-387 that waves can be triggered by “various plasma instabilities”,
while the survey of low frequency wave observations at comets provided at
lines 32-39 in the introduction only reports on the wave properties, and not
their inferred sources and the physical processes at play.
We have added the following paragraph in the introduction: “As source
mechanisms for these waves ion ring-beam instabilities (Wu et al. 1972)
and non-gyrotropic phase space density-driven instabilities (Motschmann et
al. 1993) were proposed. Depending on the angle between the interplanetary

magnetic field ~BIMF and the solar wind flow ~usw newborn cometary ions form
ring, ring-beam or beam distributions in velocity space. In general, these dis-
tributions are unstable to resonant wave growth (Sagdeev et al. 1986, Gary
et al. 1991). A full ring-beam distribution is only formed if cometary ions
are produced over lengths scales larger than the cometary ion gyroradius. If
ionization takes place on smaller scales, the ring-beam distribution can only
be partially filled, leading to a non-gyrotropic distribution as observed at
26P/Grigg-Skjellerup. At 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (67P/CG) a ring-
beam distribution was expected at large distances from the comet during the
strongly active months around perihelion. However, due to its operational
design, Rosetta was primarily located in the innermost interaction region
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and, hence, never able to observe a bow shock crossing. Consequently, the
existence of nonlinear waves near the bow shock region at 67P/CG is un-
confirmed. Such low frequency waves were also expected at lower outgassing
rates, but were never observed (Glassmeier 2017). Instead a new type of
nonlinear low-frequency waves, often termed singing comet waves, was en-
countered (Richter et al. 2015). Since the characteristics of these waves did
not fit a ring-beam instability, Richter et al. (2015) suggested a cross-field
current instability as the possible source mechanism. Based on these obser-
vations Meier et al. (2016) proposed a modified ion-Weibel instability.”

I would also recommend to include more details on the studies by Engelhardt
et al. [2018] and Hajra et al. [2018b], which report on similar structures
observed by Rosetta, the former outside of the diamagnetic cavity and the
latter inside the cavity. It is worth noting for example that Engelhard et al.
find that the duration of the structures are typically a few second to a few
tens of seconds, and that their occurrence rate is largest near perihelion, con-
sistent with the present study. This would allow to better place the present
study in the context of the existing literature. Furthermore, the comparison
with these previous studies raises some interesting questions, in particular
regarding the nature of the steepened magnetic field signatures. Both En-
gelhardt et al. and Hajra et al. conclude that the observed signatures are
more likely to be plasma structures rather than waves, which are associated
with the boundary of the diamagnetic cavity (either filamentary structures
extending from the diamagnetic cavity, or structures inside the cavity caused
by disturbances at its boundary). In contrast, in the present study, it is as-
sumed that the observed magnetic structures are steepened fast-magnetosonic
waves. More discussion is needed to reconcile these different assumptions re-
garding the nature of these steepened magnetic field signatures, either already
in the introduction, since the authors then rely on this assumption to esti-
mate the velocity of the waves later in the study, or in the conclusion section.

We have included more details on the studies by Hajra et al. (2018b) and
Engelhardt et al. (2018) in the introduction, the observations section and
the conclusion. While Hajra et al. (2018b) studied unmagnatized density
pulses inside the diamagnetic cavity, this study focuses on magnetic field
enhancements outside the cavity. We think that these are two completely
different things which should not be mixed. The authors argue that the
density pulses are likely inward (toward the comet) propagating structures
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originating from the cavity boundary. One hypothesis by Hajra et al. is that
inward propagating magnetized structures cause the density pulses inside
the diamagnatic cavity by interaction with the cavity boundary. However,
the authors also mention that there is not enough observational evidence
to support this hypothesis. We do not think that the interpretation by
Hajra et al. contradicts the assumption that the magnetized structures are
magnetosonic in nature in any way and have added respective remarks in the
introduction.
Engelhardt et al. (2018) note that the density pulses coincide with mag-
netic field enhancements, which is a clear indication that these structures
are magnetosonic in nature. The coincidence of magnetic field and density
enhancements results in a pressure imbalance which either causes these struc-
tures to propagate like waves or it causes them to disperse. We have modified
Fig. 1 in the manuscript to showcasing the concurrent enhancements in the
magnetic field and electron density to emphasize this. Moreover structures
with similar properties and magnetic field signatures, which were identified
to be nonlinear waves, have been observed before in the cometary environ-
ment (Tsurutani et al. 1989, etc.) just not in the inner coma. Based on
this we think it is also valid to explore the possibility that the structures are
waves.
To better convey this we restructured the paper. We briefly discuss both
possibilities in the introduction with mentions to the studies by Hajra et al.
(2018b) and Engelhardt et al. (2018) and previous observations of steepened
waves at comets. Based on the arguments presented above we interpret the
plasma and magnetic field pulses as steepened magnetosonic waves. To avoid
confusion in nomenclature we then refer to the magnetic field enhancements
as magnetosonic waves throughout the study. However, we also want to note
that the chosen interpretation does not affect the results of the statistical
study presented in Sect. 3 to Sect. 6. At the beginning of Sect. 7 we discuss
in more detail additional indications presented in Sect. 3 to Sect. 6 for these
structures being waves and how we intend to characterize them by assuming
an initial wave-like disturbance and modeling its evolution and properties
using a 1D MHD model.

Another aspect of the study which, in my opinion, requires more discussion
is the selection of the events. The description of the event selection method
is rather brief, as the authors have published a more detailed presentation
of their method in another paper, but there are two points that would de-
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serve some clarification in the present manuscript: First, was the position of
Rosetta within the cometary environment taken into account when selecting
the events? In particular, were the intervals when the spacecraft was within
the diamagnetic cavity excluded from the analysis? Or was it assumed that
there would be no detection of steepened waves inside this cavity, since the
magnetic field is almost zero in this region? Second, and more importantly,
the study by Hajra et al. [2018b] reveals that the crossings of the boundary of
the diamagnetic cavity display signatures that are extremely similar to those
of the steepened waves presented here (see their Figures 1 and 2). Would these
crossings be picked up by the detection method used in the present study? If
so, how would this affect the analysis and the conclusions?
Due to different sampling rates of the RPC instruments and limited data
availability we only used magnetic field data for the event identification.
The position of Rosetta was not directly taken into account, however, since
the magnetic field inside the cavity is close to zero, the neural network is not
able to pick up on wave events inside the cavity. Moreover, since the plasma
pulses inside the cavity differ from those outside the cavity by the funda-
mental fact that they are not accompanied by concurrent enhancements in
the magnetic field, they are completely different in nature and should, hence,
not be mixed. For this study our focus is on the magnetized structures out-
side the cavity, therefore we have explicitly excluded events inside the cavity.
Even if we would have included events inside the cavity, compared to the
number of events outside the cavity (∼ 45000), the number of events inside
the cavity (probably ∼100, 23 in Hajra et al. 2018b) are significantly less
and would not impact the statistics.
Crossings of the boundary of the diamagnetic cavity as discussed by Hajra et
al. (2018b) were also explicitly excluded from the analysis. It is still unclear
if the signatures displayed at the crossings of the diamagnetic cavity bound-
ary are features of the cavity or if they are steepened waves overlapping the
cavity boundary. Hajra et al. (2018b) also presented the hypothesis that
the density pulses could be caused by the interaction of inward propagating
magnetized structures with the cavity boundary. Either way it is difficult
to separate the cavity and the steepened waves in these instances, hence we
excluded them from the analysis.

The study by Engelhardt et al. [2018], which focused on similar structures
but taking into account plasma measurements in addition to magnetic field
data, concluded that the occurrence of these structures strongly depended on
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the distance from the electron exobase. Would it be possible to calculate this
parameter for the present, much more extended, data set, or at least for part
of it when the relevant data are available, and check whether a similar dis-
tribution of the observations is found?
We have added a figure showcasing the occurrence rate of these structures
depending on the electron exobase. We find that the distribution is similar
to the one presented by Engelhardt et al. (2018), where more structures can
be observed closer to the electron exobase.

minor comments

Page 2, line 25 “In such regions, conditions for the steepening of compressive
modes are exceptionally favourable.” Can the authors briefly explain why this
is the case for cometary interaction regions?
The effectiveness of compressive wave steepening heavily depends on the
plasma beta, where a high plasma beta facilitates quicker wave steepening.
However, we realized that the statement is not true in general and hence
removed it.

Figure 1: I would suggest to add one plasma parameter, for example an ion
time-energy spectrogram, to showcase that the spacecraft remains in the same
plasma region, and that the non-linear enhancements are indeed waves rather
than boundaries between plasma regions.
We have added electron density observations to showcase that the magnetic
field enhancements are accompanied by concurrent density enhancements.

Page 6, lines 111-112: “The exact nature of this transition region and the
processes governing it require a more in-depth analysis, which is out of the
scope of this paper.” I am not sure I understand which transition region
is referred to here. Is it the transition between the magnetic cavity and the
outside solar wind, or the transition from low-activity cometary environment
(with the “singing comet” waves) to high-activity cometary environment (with
steepened waves)? Could you please clarify?

The statement was made in regard to the transition between the low-activity
cometary environment, in which the singing comet is a predominant feature,
to the high activity cometary environment with steepened waves. With ris-
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ing activity the singing comet waves cannot be observed at some point. It is
still unclear if they simply vanish because, e. g. the generation mechanism
is inefficient for higher outgassing rates, or if they are obscured by variations
with higher amplitudes. We have rephrased the sentence as follows in the
hopes that it more clear now: “The exact nature of the transition between
the “singing comet” dominated magnetic field to the steepened waves dom-
inated field and the processes governing it require a more in-depth analysis,
which is out of the scope of this paper.”

Page 7 and Figure 3: the occurrence rate shows a plateau above a certain
massloading rate. It would be interesting to add more discussion about what
could cause that. Is this physical, or could this be due to errors in the mea-
sured neutral gas density? Or could it be that the ionisation rate is incorrectly
modelled above a certain activity level?
Also following comments from Martin Volwerk (referee # 2) we have added
the following discussion to the manuscript: “As noted by Bieler et al. (2015)
the gas production rate at 67P/CG is dominated by H2O, CO2 and CO.
While the period considered in this study is heavily water dominated (Läuter
et al. 2020), CO2 and CO have a higher molecular mass. Hence, the observed
stagnation may be caused by underestimating the local mass-loading. An-
other possibility is that the observed plateau in the occurrence rate is caused
by a saturation of the waves’ generation mechanism. Ultimately, a more de-
tailed investigation is needed to resolve this question.

Page 7, lines 157-159: “In some cases, these sharp increases coincide with
increases in the solar wind dynamic pressure. However, most of the time, no
correlation between the pressure and time between observations is visible.”
It is not clear to me why it would be expected that higher dynamic pressure
would lead to larger time between the wave observations. Longer intervals
suggests a lower wave activity in the comet’s environment, whereas high dy-
namic pressure rather corresponds to “disturbed” solar wind conditions. Or
is it because the comet’s environment would be compressed, resulting in the
spacecraft being located in a different environment? Could the authors please
elaborate on this point?
As reported by Goetz et al. (2017) increases in the solar wind dynamical
pressure primarily affect the magnetic field strength and not the waves ac-
tivity. The intervals in which the time between wave observations increases
rapidly also show a significant increase in the mean magnetic field strength,
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which can be seen as an indicator for an increase in the solar wind pressure.
It is possible that due to the increase in the solar wind dynamical pressure
the plasma parameters change in such a way that the evolution of such steep-
ened waves is impeded. Another possibility is that the interaction region is
compressed to such a degree that the waves do not have enough time and
space to evolve.

Section 4: Similar dispersive wave signatures are also observed in associ-
ation with steepened waves in the Earth’s foreshock [e.g. Hada, T., C. F.
Kennel, and T. Terasawa: 1987, ‘Excitation of compressional waves and
the formation of shocklets in the Earth’s foreshock’. J. Geophys. Res. 92(5),
4423–4435 and Greenstadt, E. W., G. Le, and R. J. Strangeway: 1995, ‘ULF
waves in the foreshock’. Adv. Space. Res. 15, 71–84]. How do they compare
with the observations reported in the present manuscript?
The discrete waves packets mentioned in Hada et al. (1987) and Greenstadt
et al. (1995) are significantly more pronounced than the observed disper-
sive effects at 67P/CG. This can be due to the fact that dispersive effects
outweigh diffusive effects in Earth’s foreshock while at 67P/CG diffusive ef-
fects are more important. Similar to the wave packets at 67P/CG the ones
described in Hada et al. (1987) and Greenstadt et al. (1995) also occur at
the steep edge of asymmetric magnetic field enhancements, referred to as
shocklets by Greenstadt et al. (1995), and the amplitude decreases with dis-
tance to the steep edge. Based on this it is fair to assume that the physical
processes at play for both situations are similar. We have added citations in
Section 4 to the mentioned studies.

Section 5: Is the fitting applied to all waves, or only to those that do not
show dispersive effects? Does it affect the results?
The fitting is applied to all waves. While a significant portion of events shows
evidence of dispersive effects in most cases the effects are only mildly pro-
nounced, less than the example given in Fig. 6. Events which show strong
dispersive effects with multiple oscillations are excluded from the analysis by
the constraint on the goodness of fit.

Does the data set include waves with negative skewness, which were discarded
due to the constraint on the skewness being > 0.6?
The data set does not include waves with negative skewness. We have also
trained a neural network to detect waves with negative skewness, however
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it was only able to detect very few events (< 10). Additionally, we tried
to manually look for waves with negative skewness for a couple of randomly
chosen 1-day intervals during high cometary activity. Again, we only found a
couple instances and hence disregard events with negative skewness for this
study.

Page 13 and Figure 8: It would be interesting to discuss whether the algo-
rithm could affect the final distribution of skewness. In particular, does the
algorithm detect more efficiently highly-steepened waves, thus introducing a
possible bias?
We explicitly designed the training data set to contain and even distribution
of skewness values so as not to introduce a bias. The same approach was em-
ployed in regard to amplitude and width of the waves. We also checked the
event selection manually for randomly selected intervals and did not notice a
bias. Moreover, the number of identified events decreases very smoothly for
smaller skewness values. Consequently, a possible bias would have to reflect
this property, which we think is rather unlikely.

Page 15, lines 264-265: The authors state that the waves are well-defined for
a ratio > 13.7. Could you please provide a reference for this threshold? Or
is this an observation made from the present analysis?
We realized that this statement is badly phrased. We simply meant to state
the mean ratio for the considered wave events. We removed “well-defined”
from the sentence so that it reads: “On average the waves have a mean eigen-
value ratio λmed/λmin of 13.7.”

Page 17, point 1: “Influences of extreme solar wind conditions can be seen in
occasional sudden increases of the time between observation of two events.”
In my opinion, the present study does not provide sufficiently convincing ev-
idence of the influence of extreme solar wind conditions to support this state-
ment. I would suggest to tone it down to be more in line with the findings
of the present work (“may be seen” instead of “can be seen” for example).
Also, as it is now, it contradicts what is stated in the abstract (at lines 8-9).
We rephrased the sentences as suggested.

Figure 15 and associated text: I am not sure I understand how the param-
eters displayed in Figure 15 are obtained. Did the authors run their model
for all steepened wave observations in their data set? And similarly, did they
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calculate the associated values for the resistivity and viscosity based on Eq
25 and 26 for each interval, using plasma observations made simultaneously
with the detection of steepened magnetic field structures?
For each of the wave events we used the values for skewness and amplitude
obtained through fitting as input for Eq. (21) and Eq. (24), which were
deduced from simulations. For the reference values we used plasma obser-
vations made simultaneously to the corresponding steepened magnetic field
structure. We have added the following to the manuscript: “The reference
values η′ros and ν ′ros were computed using Eq. (31) and Eq. (30) and the
viscosity νsim and resistivity ηsim approximations were computed using Eq.
(22) and Eq. (25).”, in which we explicitly refer to the equations we used
to compute the values. Please note that the numbering of the equations
changed, because we added one equation in section 3. Hence, Eq. (21) is
now Eq. (22) and so on.

Lines 508-509: “This change of the interaction region is most likely caused by
transient solar wind events, which is supported by the observation of a smooth
simultaneous increase of the mean magnetic field.” According to Figure 5, an
increase of the background magnetic field is observed during thoses intervals,
rather than the “smooth increase” described here, which reads as if the field
strength changes progressively over the course of the event. I would suggest
to reformulate this. It could also be interesting to add to the discussion that
measurements from SREM could provide additional information regarding
the solar wind conditions, and Enlil simulations could show whether tran-
sient solar events may be reaching the comet at these times (see for example
the study by Witasse et al., 2017, “Interplanetary coronal mass ejection ob-
served at STEREO-A, Mars, comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, Saturn,
and New Horizons en-route to Pluto. Comparison of its Forbush decreases at
1.4, 3.1 and 9.9 AU”, doi:10.1002/2017JA023884). This additional analysis
lies of course beyond the scope of the present study, but it’d be worth men-
tioning.
We reformulated the mentioned sentence and added the following information
about SREM and Enlil simulations: “For example Rosetta-SREM (Standard
Radiation Environment Monitor) measurements could provide additional in-
formation regarding solar wind conditions and ENLIL simulations (Witasse
et al. 2017) could be used to determine if transient solar wind events reach
the comet at certain times.”.
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Lines 514-515: “The pattern the minimum variance direction exhibits resem-
bles the general ion motion close to the nucleus.” It would be interesting to
discuss what are the possible implications of this finding regarding the source
of the waves. Would this hint at one of the instabilities mentioned in previous
studies?
Ring-beam instabilities are likely not possible in this region since there is
not enough space to form a full ring distribution and the ions move mostly
radially away from the comet. However, even if this pattern hinted at one
generation mechanism we cannot be sure if this pattern is a consequence of
the generation mechanism or if it is a consequence of the interaction between
the ambient plasma and the waves. Without more information about the
propagation orientation we think discussions about the ion velocity pattern
and a possible connection to a generation mechanism are highly speculative.

Lines 519-520: “While the skewness increases with rising neutral gas den-
sity, the amplitude decreases” Would it be possible to distinguish between the
increase in neutral gas density due to cometary activity and that due to the
distance from the comet? If so, could this help in identify the source region
of the waves, assuming that the skewness increases as the waves evolve and
steepen with time?

With only single-point observations it is difficult to differentiate between
those two effects, as we have no information how the properties of the struc-
tures evolve in the inner coma. In general, steepening occurs within one
“wavelength”, hence compared to the length scale of the cometary interac-
tion region steepening occurs quickly. In order to deduce information about
the source region from the skewness accurate information about diffusive
mechanism or in general about all other possible influences on a waves skew-
ness is needed. With the information available we do not think that this is
possible.

Technical corrections:

Page 6, line 115: change “implies” to “is associated with” (“implies” sug-
gests that there’s a direct causation, which cannot be established on the sole
basis of the present study)
We replaced “implies” with “is associated with”.
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Figure 10: The right-hand side of the right panel seems to be cut: there’s
a few bins missing to reach 180 degrees, with only a vertical line remaining
around 170 degrees.
The figure was corrected.

Page 15, lines 273-274: “the following analysis was only performed for the
periods in which diamagnetic cavities were available to adjust the offsets.” !
“the following analysis was only performed for the periods in which observa-
tions of the diamagnetic cavity were available to adjust the offsets.”
Changed as suggested.

Page 17, point 4: “at an angle to the Sun” -¿ to the Sun-comet line? to the
Sun-spacecraft line?
We added “to the Sun-comet line”.

Line 418: “es” -¿ “as”
Corrected.

Equation 22: ”s” should be ”S”
Corrected.

Line 471:“discrepancy” reads as if this difference between the two parameters
is an error, whereas it is actually an observation that is made here, based on
the model, unless I am mistaken. I would suggest to reformulate this sen-
tence, for example η and ν differ by a factor of ∼ 1000”
We have rephrased the sentence as suggested.

Line 483:“to low” -¿ “too low”
Corrected.

“During this period occasional transitions into regions free of wave events
within the span of 1 - 2 days were observed.” This sentence reads as if
Rosetta was probing a different part of the cometary environment, which
didn’t have such steepened waves, during these intervals. However, based on
the presented analysis (and the next sentence) it is rather that the waves
“disappear” from the cometary environment during these intervals. I would
suggest to reformulate this sentence to better convey this.
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We reformulated the sentence as follows: “During this period occasional in-
tervals over 1 - 2 days, in which these waves vanish, were observed.”

Line 515: Again, the angles “to the comet” and “to the Sun” should be rather
to the “comet-spacecraft line” and to the “Sun-comet” or “Sun-spacecraft”
line to be unambiguously defined.
We have added “spacecraft-comet line” and “Sun-comet line”.
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